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Location Alaska
https://www.genclassifieds.com/x-735780-z

  QR Code Link to This Post Hello! So I want to form an original band, full disclosure I'm not a pro, I'm still in a learning process, so this is mainly for fun and then see how
it goes. Seriously! i suck! lol but I have some instruments and also been getting into music software and I have a couple of ideas.
 I love art, I'm a professional graphic artist and now I want to create noise.

 You should contact me if.
 -You play any instrument (at any level)
 -Like alternative, indie music
 -Male or female singer
 -If you can rap
 -If you are good at mixing music and sound software
 -If you can make electronic music
 -If you are a creative person
 -If you are between 19 to 30 years old
 -If you are a good musician and are willing to teach me >.<
 -or you just wanna be a part of this in a different capacity (I'm open to suggestions)

 I want this to be a collective sort of effort, with no "band leader", purely creative, experimental and fun.
 I'm thinking a 4 to 6 person band would be great but the more the better! obviously this would be an open minded, feel good, friendly and diverse environment.
 We can set ourselves the mission to do one live show (anywhere) and design it from scratch or whatever, did i mention? I'm open to ideas!

 hmu and lets put up a show!
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